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About This Content

Take control of the iconic DB BR 112.1 in this Pro Range addition for Train Simulator.

In the wake of the 1973 Oil Crisis, Deutsche Reichsbahn were looking to reinstate their electrification of East Germany. Many
of DR’s locomotives were ex-Russian models, that when combined with the cheap fuel offered by them also, made for a hefty

fleet of reliable diesels. DR were looking to replace these Russian diesels with modern, electrically-equipped motive power. The
trusted LEW Hennigsdorf developed upon the successful DR BR 250 design to make a new electric locomotive a reality. This

new model would be more passenger-focused whereas the DR 250 was primarily for freight haulage.

By 1982, the first prototype, numbered 212 001, made its public debut in Leipzig. After a public display, extensive testing was
performed and it was initially decided to mass-produce a locomotive which featured a lower than designed top speed, simply

because of the limiting infrastructure of the time. This re-geared locomotive would go on to become the DB BR 143.

The reunification of Germany sparked an era of modernisation for the country’s railways. Many routes were being configured
for 120+ km/h running, and due to the 143’s restrictive 120 km/h cap, DR and BR were now in need of a new batch of

locomotives. They turned to LEW Hennigsdorf’s successor, AEG, to re-introduce the original, 160 km/h capable, 212 001
prototype as a production locomotive. Introduced as the BR 212, this new locomotive was the first to be jointly operated by both

Deutsche Reichsbahn and Deutsche Bundesbahn, and as a result quickly became a motive symbol of German reunification.

Being a ‘Universal’ locomotive, construction methods and specific details were on par with previous designs. The main
difference to the previous DB BR 155 was the removal of two axles, leaving behind a more passenger-suited Bo-Bo

configuration. Despite their rather box-like design, these locomotives’ journeys were kept smooth due to reliable suspension in
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the chassis.

After the success of the DB BR 112, both DB and DR went onto order 45 improved variations, the DB BR 112.1; these two
locos were very similar in external design, perhaps the only obvious difference being the revised headlight cluster on the newer

model. The other major difference was inclusion of LZB from the outset. The DB BR 112.1’s were built by LEW Hennigsdorfs’
successor, AEG and after a few teething problems were set to operate InterRegio services.

In recent years, the DB BR 112 fleet has been split in two. The 112.1’s frequently take power at the helm of DB Regio services,
while the original 112.0’s were reclassified as the DB BR 114.0, purely owing to their dedication to Berlin-based operations.

With all the reclassification, including within the original DB BR 143 fleet, it is considered that there are too many numbers for
so few differences.

There is no denying, the Universal locomotives of LEW Hennigsdorf helped shape the railway services that are still seen to this
day. Reliable locomotives such as the DB BR 112.1 have served at the helm for many years, and is now available for Train

Simulator, courtesy of Partner Programme developer, Virtual Railroads.

The DB BR 112.1 for Train Simulator is fully featured, including everything from battery isolation to manual traction motor
blowers. A full cold start sequence is featured, along with the complex Sifa and PZB safety systems and even neutral section EL-

signals. A selection of career scenarios is included for the Hamburg-Lübeck Railway plus Quick Drive consists that display
various examples of the BR 112.1 fleet.

Scenarios

The DB BR 112.1 Loco Add-on includes career scenarios for the Hamburg-Lübeck Railway route:

Container cargo

Regional Express to Hamburg

Regional train to Bad Oldesloe

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

Authentic and prototypical simulation of the DB BR 112.1, including electrical, safety and control systems setup

Accurate and highly detailed cab featuring PZB 90 and SiFA in-cab safety systems and much more

Challenging career scenarios for the Hamburg-Lübeck Railway route

Quick Drive compatible
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Title: Train Simulator: DB BR 112.1 Loco Add-On
Genre: Simulation
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virtualRailroads
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® 7 / 8.1

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:4 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB - 1GB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:40 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

Graphics:Laptop versions of these chipsets may work but are not supported. Updates to your video and sound card drivers may
be required

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,German
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first off i got refunded for this game, constant crashing.
Good concept

when you crash to desktop you lose everything, there is no save feature. you crash then you spawn outside base with no eva suit
and die immediatly. there are many features listed in the game that just are not implemeted. you were sold a lemon but told it
was a cadilac.....
Features:
- Campaign Mode no
- Sandbox Mode yes
- Single player yes
- Multiplayer with up to 8 players does not work
- Play over LAN or Online does not work
- Dedicated servers no there isnt
- Custom player-built bases no there isnt
- Dynamic player-driven economy huh?
- Contract missions yes
- Dynamic weather and random events no weather at all
- Drivable rovers yes very nice
- Programmable cargo bots not implemented
- Multiple career paths maybe?

Bottom line this game IS NOT ready to be released and if steam was remotly interested in protecting its customers it would not
have been... instead its easier to issue a refund than to actually give a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 for your cutomers.

 BOO steam and boo the developer.. piece of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. Bought on sale.

Starts up and works good on Win 8 SL.

Basicaly same genre and idea of Pride of Nations. Must be same developers.

Would not buy for more than $7 or get it on sale.

Looks like it could be a good game. Need to spend more time on it though.

Do work through the tutorials. It helps.. It's not what i was expecting. Very minimal. There should be a simple draw feature that
alows you to mark dead ends and stuff would make it way better. I didb't play long, but i can see that if i don't get out a pen and
paper it will just be a guessing game.. Overpriced palette swapped skin.. I personally think this game is fun, it reminds me of
other games you can play on mobile divices but now its on cpu. I would give it a 4 star review out of 5
\\. Great game at a great price. Knowing there are 5 levels and the first level being so short, I was thinking oh no, going to be a
short game. Not quite the case, its not too short, but not too long either. A lot of action and bullets. There are 2 things that annoy
me a little though, but this is completely subjective, many like this in a shmup, is slowdown during heavy bullet scenes(but can
be disabled in the options, thank you kindly) and the 3 coins per play. But more credits can be unlocked, so keep trying. This a
very good title, its a back to basics arcade shmup with a pretty cool scoring system. Three different pilots to choose from,
essentially all the same except for different shot patterns. Lots of power ups, giving you massive destructive abilities. 3 button
scheme, regular shot, focus shot and bomb. Although it doesnt have it, a story mode would be a welcome addition considering
its already got fanservice, but then the price would have been twice as much most likely. I love shmups but dont really follow
consoles, but from what I see this is an awesome console port at a very very reasonable price. 8\/10
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ps. easy to get achievements, just makes it funner.. I bought this pack before i even played the game xd. Turn based rougelike
with couple interesting classes and mechanics, also has great documentation on how to do different things such as alchemy.. The
only good thing about having the Deluxe Edition and getting 5 low quality mission addons called "DLC" while the real Scottish
DLC is not included because it is technically not a DLC but rather downloadable content called an "Extension" - ??? - (DLC =
Downloadable Content)- ??? - is that I can at least leave 5 instead of 1 negative review.... This game is Beautifully made and
blew me away with how detailed it is. i got a chilling vibe from the gameplay but was also stuck in awe to see the souroundings
and visuals put in.
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The game is a very simple farm sim. That doesn't mean its bad and in fact it is quite good for passing time. For that main reason
I am going to give it a thumbs up. I always worry when buying a compilation that most of the games will take 15 minutes to tire
out. This is not one of those games for me. Is there much in the way of skill? No, but thats also not the point of the game.

The game does have some oddities. The first thing I do not like is the walking movements. Pathing is not very good and you
can't change direction mid movement. The day also passes faster than I would like. I also had a not so fun bug in which when I
got a reward from a neighbor, the screen would not close. No matter what. The only way to fix this was to start a new game.

Otherwise I would give it a 5\/10 which for me is a small thumbs up.. pathfinding, worst combat system you can imagine, cheap
art style, cheap graphics, item shop, "epic" soundtrack.
why does this exist? this isn't even a real game.. I think this is my frist review ever, maybe second. I have 60 vive games, and
none of them have me as excited as this game. I just flew around the city, and with the guns and ranking, I imagine this is going
to become a multiplayer of epic proportions. Hopefully there will be upgraded guns, leveling, new skills, upgraded wings and
jets, etc. This is very fun just zooming around with no one else there. I imagine an MMO for this game will be the best
experience on the vive hands down.. Not so good. Texture quality was low, sounds were hollow, voice acting was bad. I guess I
should have assumed this all though.. This is a great game!
This game is one of my favorite simulation games ive ever played!
Day 1: You start out, harvesting your one field and trying to scrape out enough money to buy another field.
Day 2: You start out, harvesting your one field and trying to scrape out enough money to buy another field.
Day 3: You start out, harvesting your one field and trying to scrape out enough money to buy another field.
Day 4: You start out, harvesting your one field and trying to scrape out enough money to buy another field.
Day 5: You start out, harvesting your one field and trying to scrape out enough money to buy another field.
Day 6: You finally have enough money to buy that long coveted field... Oh look here is a cool looking tractor.. lets buy it!
Day 7: You start out, harvesting your one field and trying to scrape out enough money to buy another field.
I'm sure you get the pattern...

Pros:
Steering Control and Camera angles are perfect
Somewhat realistic looking tractors
You can turn off crop withering
Maps are perfect size
Easily Moddable (And I mean lotsssss of mods)
Income system works great
Terrain on the starter maps is perfect
Graphics are great
You can hire workers to harvest for you

Cons:
Gameplay is somewhat unrealistic (You run into a car going 40mph and you bounce back)
Headlights are kind of glitchy at night time
Speed is slightly unrealistic

Its a great game! I definately reccommend it. The Pros outway the Cons

Rating:
Where Did My Life Go/10

. This "game" is one of the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665iest i have EVER played.

There is next to nothing engaging and the story sucks. The characters act like legos and can't even move the direction you want
them to go. there are no settings for controls and visually looks like a game for windows 98.

Firts map - you start by walking forward and BANG, combat.. if you can call spraying a whole clip of airsofts at the enemy
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before even hitting them.

Horrible game - Do not buy. One word...addictive

One sentence to explain this game...How many foes can you drag down to hell with you within 25 minutes! (and if you die, you
start all over).

100\/100. Hard to list all of what this game got wrong but man was it bad. Horror elements are pretty much nonexistent. You
rely on mana to do pretty much everything in this game and you lose some of your max mana every time you die. It is entirely
possible for you to lose enough mana that you cannot progress the story due to lack of mana and at the time I played through it
there was no fix. The game seems to want to be a shooter to an extent but your gun has very limited bullets. You get one later
that uses mana but it only works against a singular enemy type to be prepared to use the axe they give you for the vast majority
of your fights. Gonna leave it at that and seriously recommend people give this game a pass as it just feels like a subpar barely
finished game that would be better off as a free download.. Released in 1998 for the PSX, N20 is a tunnel shooter heavily sold
on its soundtrack by famed late 90's electronica producers, The Crystal Method.

I don't even listen to techno that much but even the name "The Crystal Method" rings a bit of a bell for me. Turns out their song
was in the opening of Splinter Cell, used in a lot of ads and tv commercials well into the mid 2000's, in some movies (DBZ), and
in plenty of video games. They're not Daft Punk huge, but they do have a legacy.

A lot of your enjoyment of this game is accentuated by the soundtrack (check any of the other reviews). Not that anyone else's
opinion should be relevant on your owns, but this game contains the majority of their first album (with a few remixes). Out of
their discography, the first album is generally believed to be their best. And regardless of how it compares to others in the genre
or their own history, I concur: the music here is damn good. It's certainly very 90's, but it rings something like F-Zero GX's. 
Something like

Speaking of which, the game itself can certainly stand on its own two feet. It's a tunnel shooter, which means you are going through
a tunnel and can move all around its walls whilst taking out incoming enemies. You have to take out a set amount of enemies before
facing a boss, and the faster you take out enemies the faster you go. It's actually impressive how fast you can go in a PSX era game
whilst maintaining 60 fps. It's reminiscent of F-Zero. The soundtrack was certainly a selling point for the title, but even when I have
the game turned down it stands as a competent game of its genre.

The only visible downside this game has is how the levels repeat themselves at the end. There are 30 levels, 15 of which are "version
2" of the levels previously played. Granted, the tunnels you are in move so much and turn in wild ways that you'd be hard pressed
to find similarities from level to level (or even recall that this was a previously played level) if it weren't for the backgrounds and
bosses. In other words, you wouldn't be able to tell these are levels already played if it weren't for their titles and same backgrounds
used.

Otherwise, this game isn't particularly revolutionary or complex. It's a competent tunnel shooter with a noteworthy soundtrack which
forms a cumulatively tight experience. At its heart its a simple arcade game. Recommended.
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